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Cell  or  vesicle  adhesion  plays  an  essential  role  in  a  plethora  of physiological  activities.  In  this  study,
we  established  a theoretical  model  to explore  the  adhesion  behavior  of  a vesicle  adhering  on  an  elas-
tic  substrate.  Based  upon  the  free  energy  functional  of  the  system,  the  governing  equation  set  and  the
transversality  boundary  conditions  were  derived.  The morphology  of the  vesicle-substrate  system  and
the phase  diagram  were  presented,  and  it was  found  that  there  exist  different  wrapping  states  depending
on the  work  of  adhesion  and  bending  stiffness.  Finally,  the  adhesion  behavior  of a  vesicle  to  a  rigid  sub-
strate  was  investigated.  These  analyses  are  beneﬁcial  to understanding  the  mechanism  of cell  motility,
and  cast  a new  light  on  the  droplet  wrapped  by a membrane  when  input  the voltageeywords:
dhesion
ovable boundary condition
oft substrate
hase diagram
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. Introduction
Cell or vesicle adhesion plays an essential role in the forming of
iological tissues and organs [1]. It also involves a plethora of phys-
ological activities, which contributes to cellular organization and
tructure, proliferation and survival, phagocytosis and exocytosis,
etabolism, and gene expression [2]. Appropriate cell adhesion can
e deranged in such diseases as thrombosis, inﬂammation, and can-
er. Excessive adhesion can cause monocytes to bond to the aorta
all and eventually leads to atherosclerotic plaques [3], and vice
ersa, the lack of adhesion can result in loss of synaptic contact and
nduce Alzheimer disease [4].
Especially, the adhesion model of a vesicle or a cell on a solid
ubstrate is of great signiﬁcance in many application ﬁelds, such
s the adhesion between the target tumor cells and drug mem-
rane in drug delivery [5,6], the surface-sensitive technique based
n lipid-protein bilayers [7,8], and stem cell division modulated
y the substrate rigidity [9]. Much effort, both theoretically and
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Open access under CC BY license.experimentally, has been devoted to explore this adhesion behav-
ior, which has become a hot topic in the areas of molecular
and cellular biomechanics. In the previous analyses, the effect of
cytoskeleton is normally excluded, and the shape of the vesicle
composed of lipid bilayers is primarily governed by the bending
energy [10]. Seifert and Lipowsky [11–13] ﬁrst investigated the
morphology of a vesicle adhering on a smooth solid substrate,
where they derived the governing equations and boundary con-
ditions according to the energy functional including strain energy
and interfacial energy. In succession, Lv et al. [14] introduced sev-
eral differential operators and integral theorems to study a vesicle
sitting on a curved surface from the geometrical point of view. In
their analysis, the inhomogeneous property and line tension effect
of the vesicle were considered. Similarly, Deserno et al. [15] devel-
oped a general geometrical framework to deduce the equilibrium
shape equations and boundary conditions, and they apply for both
a ﬂuid surface adhering to a substrate and two  ﬂuid surfaces stuck
together. Recently, Das and Du [16] investigated the adhesion of a
vesicle to a substrate with various geometries. The axisymmetric
conﬁguration of the vesicle, and the typical substrates with con-
cave, convex and ﬂat shapes were considered. The result shows
that the transition from a free vesicle to a bound state depends
signiﬁcantly on the substrate shape. Following this work, Zhang
et al. [17] developed a phase ﬁeld model for vesicle adhesion involv-
ing complex substrates, where an adaptive ﬁnite element method
was utilized to ﬁnd the solutions. The conclusion is that concave
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sFig. 1. Schematic of a vesicl
ubstrates favor adhesion. More recently, Yi et al. [18] investigated
he adhesive wrapping of a soft elastic vesicle by a lipid membrane.
t indicates that there exist several wrapping phases based on the
tability of full wrapping, partial wrapping, and no wrapping states.
esides these, extensive studies have been carried out on separat-
ng a vesicle initially adhered to a solid surface [19–21]. Shi et al.
22] further explored the pulling of a vesicle deposited on a curved
ubstrate, and presented the relation between the external force
nd the displacement of the vesicle for different substrate shapes
nd interaction potentials.
Although much effort has been performed to study the adhe-
ion of cells on a rigid substrate, there is still a lack of concern on an
lastic substrate. It has been reported that, when cells adhere on a
ubstrate with a non-uniform rigidity, they will move directionally
nd congregate at the area where the rigidity is higher [23,24], and
his phenomenon is distinct with a droplet on a substrate with gra-
ient rigidity [25]. Disclosing the mechanism of the cell-substrate
dhesion is beneﬁcial to understanding the phenomenon of cell
igration, which plays a central role in many processes, including
mbryonic development, wound healing and immune response.
Therefore, the current motivation is directed towards a sys-
ematic analysis of a vesicle adhering to an elastic substrate, and
nother goal is to provide some illustrations on the existing exper-
mental results. However, this current problem is more challenging,
or the vesicle and the elastic substrate with strong geometric non-
inearity will experience large deformations. The outline of this
rticle is organized as follows. In Section II, we  ﬁrst present the
odel formulation of the problem, including boundary conditions
nd energy functional. Then we derive the governing equations and
he transversality boundary condition in consideration of the mov-
ble bound, and numerically solve the governing equation set. In
ection III, we discuss two limit cases of the critical adhesion. Then
e can obtain the function of the energy versus the substrate rigid-
ty, the phase diagram, and the morphology of the vesicle-substrate
ystem. We  further compare the calculated results with a droplet-
embrane system. Finally, we discuss the cell on a rigid substrate,
ndicating a possible way  to control cell movement by modulating
he work of adhesion. Our concentration is to probe the physical
echanism of this problem, and without loss of generality, only
wo-dimensional case is investigated throughout the entire paper,
hough the present method can be extended to three-dimensional
ase.
. Adhesion of a vesicle on an elastic substrate
.1. Model formulationLet us ﬁrst consider a cell or a vesicle adhering on an elastic
nd smooth substrate, i.e. a slender beam in two-dimensional, as
chematized in Fig. 1. Due to the strong adhesive ability of theered to an elastic substrate.
vesicle, part of the substrate will stick to the vesicle. The adhered
portions of the two elastic bodies deform coordinately, and the
un-adhered segment of the vesicle experiences large deformation.
Herein, we are mainly concerned with the deformed morphologies
of the vesicle and the substrate, so they can both be viewed as an
elastica with strong geometric nonlinearity. Refer to a Cartesian
coordinate system (o-xy). The total length of the vesicle is desig-
nated as L0, the non-adhesion length of the vesicle is a, and the
arc length is s, which is measured from the apex of the vesicle
clockwise. The clinical angle  is deﬁned as the angle between
the tangent line and the horizontal line at an arbitrary point of
the elastica, and the angle at the point s = a is termed as 0. The
bending stiffness of the vesicle and the substrate is respectively
denoted by 1 and 2. The gravitational effects are ignored, for the
surface energy will always predominate over the volume force at
the mico/nano-scale.
Based upon these postulations, the total free energy of this sys-
tem is composed of three terms, namely, the elastic strain energies
of the vesicle and the substrate, and the interfacial energy on the
interface between the two elastic bodies. Considering the symme-
try of this conﬁguration, we only select the right half (x ≥ 0) of the
system for investigation. The total free energy functional of the half
system can be expressed as
 ˘ =
a∫
0
1
2
1
(
˙ − c0
)2
ds +
L0/2∫
a
1
2
(1 + 2) ˙2ds − W
(
L0
2
− a
)
+
L0/2∫
0
[1x sin  + 2 (x˙ − cos )]ds, (1)
where 1 is a constant Lagrange multiplier, which corresponds to
the pressure difference across the interface of the vesicle. The sym-
bol 2 is also a Lagrange multiplier, representing the surface tension
of the vesicle, whose role is to enforce the geometric relation
x˙ = cos , (2)
The parameter c0 is the spontaneous curvature of the vesicle
[10]. In the above derivation, the following geometric conditions
are adopted:
y˙ = − sin , (3)
∫
Area
xdy = −
L0∫
x sin  ds, (4)0
where the integration in Eq. (4) stands for the area occupied by the
vesicle. It also should be stressed that the dot above a character
stands for its derivative with respect to the arc length s. The third
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erm at the right end of Eq. (1) is normally named as the interfacial
nergy. The symbol W is the work of adhesion, which is deﬁned as
he work per unit area necessary to create two new surfaces from
 unit area of an adhered interface at a ﬁxed temperature [26].
From Fig. 1 we can see that the ﬁxed boundary conditions are
rescribed as
(0) = 0, x (0) = 0, (5)
(
L0
2
)
= , x
(
L0
2
)
= 0, y
(
L0
2
)
= 0. (6)
In use of the principle of least potential energy, one can take vari-
tions and deduce the governing equation as follows (The detailed
erivations are given in Appendix A):
′′ − ˜1X cos  − ˜2 sin  = 0, (0 ≤ S ≤ A) , (7)
1 + )′′ − ˜1X cos  − ˜2 sin  = 0,
(
A ≤ S ≤ 1
2
)
, (8)
˜1 sin  − ˜′2 = 0, (9)
here the rigidity ratio is deﬁned as  = 21 . For the sake of clar-
ty and convenience, we  have introduced the non-dimensional
arameters as L = L02 , X = xL , Y = yL , S = sL , A = aL , C0 = Lc0, ˜1 =
1L
3
1
,
˜ 2 = 2L
2
1
, w = WL21 , and the derivatives with respect to S are ( )
′ =
d( )
dS = L
d( )
ds , ( )
′′ = d2(  )
dS2
= L2 d2( )
ds2
.
Using the above symbols, the ﬁxed boundary conditions then
lter to
(0) = 0, X (0) = 0, (10)
() = , X () = 0, Y () = 0, (11)
nd the geometric relations can be recast as
′ = cos , (12)
′ = − sin . (13)
Moreover, an additional boundary condition at the point s = a
an be derived as (see Eq. (A6) in Appendix A)
′
01 − C0 = (1 + )′02. (14)
It should be mentioned that, although the intrinsic boundary
onditions for this problem are ﬁxed, they can be imagined as mov-
ble, and then the new variation method about a functional with
ovable boundary conditions can be put to use [27,28]. In fact,
he energy functional of Eq. (1) is special in that the undetermined
ariable a causes the boundary movement of the system, which
hould create an additional term during the variation process. At
he point s = a, the displacement and the slope angle are contin-
ous, namely, X(A)− = X(A)+, Y(A)− = Y(A)+, (A)− = (A)+, but
he curvature is abrupt. In use of the variation principle dealing
ith movable boundary conditions, one can derive the transver-
ality condition (The detailed derivations are shown in Appendix
)
′
01 − C0 = (1 + )′02. (15)hen 2→ ∞ and C0 = 0, Eq. (15) degenerates to the situation of a
esicle sitting at a rigid substrate, i.e. ′201 = 2w, and this solution
s consistent with the former results in Refs. [11–14].Biointerfaces 110 (2013) 372– 378
2.2. Solving procedure
Without loss of generality, we take ˜1 = 0 and C0 = 0, for the
spontaneous curvature doesn’t appear in the governing equations
[13,22], then Eqs. (7) and (8) can be reduced to
′′ − ˜2 sin  = 0, (0 ≤ A ≤ A) , (16)
(1 + )′′ − ˜2 sin  = 0, (A ≤ S ≤ ) , (17)
and ˜2 is a constant.
Multiplying ′ to both sides of Eqs. (16) and (17), the integrations
lead to
dS = d√
2
(
C1 − ˜2 cos 
) , (0 ≤ A ≤ A) , (18)
dS = d√
2
(
C2 − ˜2 cos 
)
/ (1  + )
, (A ≤ S ≤ ) , (19)
where C1 and C2 are two  integration constants.
In combination with Eqs. (12), (18), (19) and the ﬁxed boundary
condition X(0) = 0, one has
0∫
0
cos d√
2
(
C1 − ˜2 cos 
) +
∫
0
cos d√
2
(
C2 − ˜2 cos 
)
/ (1 + )
= 0.
(20)
In order to close this problem, the inextensible condition of the
elastica is supplemented [29], which reads
0∫
0
d√
2
(
C1 − ˜2 cos 
) +
∫
0
d√
2
(
C2 − ˜2 cos 
)
/ (1 + )
= .
(21)
Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (15) yields
w =

(
C1 − ˜2 cos 0
)
1 +  = 
(
C2 − ˜2 cos 0
)
. (22)
Therefore, when the dimensionless work of adhesion w and the
rigidity ratio  are given, the total equation set ((20)–(22)) involv-
ing four variables can be solved. A numerical code based upon
shooting method has been developed, and the shape equations of
the vesicle and the substrate can be solved. Following the path-
tracing method, the bifurcation among different solution branches
and the phase diagram can be explored.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Two limit cases
Before we numerically solve the above shape equations, we ﬁrst
investigate two  limit cases of the adhesion. The ﬁrst question we
want to answer is whether the adhesion between the vesicle and
the substrate will occur with any w and . In the case that the
substrate is stiff enough to resist any deformation and the vesicle
maintains a circular shape with the radius 1/˙01 = L, the reduced
work of adhesion is written asw = 
2 (1 + ) . (23)
Eq. (23) gives the critical condition for the occurring of the
adhesion, which is w > /[2(1 + )]. Especially, the case of → ∞
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to survive, and this behavior is different from that of a droplet
on a substrate with gradient rigidity [25].
(5) Finally, when 0.82 < 1/2 < 0.9069, namely, the substrate is
very soft, there are also two  solutions. Up point f, the convexig. 2. Two special shapes of the vesicle-substrate system, (a) Initial adhesion stat
ingularity at the bottom point; (b) Full-enveloped state which has a singularity at 
orresponds to a vesicle adhering on a rigid substrate, and in this
ase the critical condition for adhesion is w > 1/2. If w < /[2(1 +
)], the substrate does not deform and keeps a straight line, then
he dimensionless free energy of the system can be calculated as
 = 2˘L
1
=
A∫
0
′2dS + (1 + )
∫
A
′2dS − 2w ( − A) = . (24)
The vesicle with a circular shape and the horizontal substrate
re shown in Fig. 2(a), where there is a singularity at the contact
oint due to the jump of the curvatures in Eq. (14).
Another special case is the vesicle fully enveloped by the very
oft substrate. During this situation, the radii of the vesicle and the
ubstrate are both 1/˙02 = L, and the reduced work of adhesion
eads
 =  (1  + )
2
. (25)
hen w is bigger than the critical value in Eq. (25), the vesicle will
e fully wrapped by the elastic substrate, and otherwise, this limit
tate never happens. In fact, there is also a singular point at the apex
f the vesicle due to the curvature jump of Eq. (14). The reduced free
nergy of this limit state is
 = 
(
1 − 2
)
= 
2
(
1 − 4w +
√
1 + 8w
)
. (26)
Notably, when w < 0.5, the free energy of the vesicle-rigid sub-
trate system is bigger than that of the vesicle-soft substrate case.
.2. Vesicle morphology and phase diagram
Next we will numerically solve the above close-formed gover-
ing equation set ((20)–(22)) in the light of shooting method, and
emonstrate how the reduced free energy E changes with the vari-
tion of the rigidity ratio 1/ = 1/2. The curve is shown in Fig. 3,
here w is set as 2. This ﬁgure manifests strong bifurcation prop-
rty induced by the nonlinearity of the governing equations. The
etailed illustrations are formulated as follows:
1) Firstly, point a corresponds to the state of a vesicle adhering on
a rigid substrate. With the increase of the substrate ﬂexibility,
there is a bifurcation, i.e. two solutions of the free energy when
0 < 1/2 < 0.18.2) Secondly, with further decrease of the substrate stiffness, there
are four solutions in the range of 0.18 < 1/2 < 0.34. As a typical
example, when 1/2 = 0.24, the morphologies of the vesicle-
substrate systems are displayed in Fig. 4. It can be seen thateen a vesicle (in blue color) and an elastic substrate (in green color), which has a
ex point.
the substrate can take three concave shapes in Fig. 4(a–c), and
one convex shape in Fig. 4(d). The dimensionless free energies
of the four cases in Fig. 4(a–d) are 2.4869, 1.9463, 1.2299 and
3.6593, respectively. In this situation, the state of Fig. 4(c) has
the lowest free energy, and the other three morphologies are
in metastable states. When the external disturbance can’t over-
come the energy barrier, these metastable conﬁgurations can
also exist. These conﬁgurations of the vesicle-substrate systems
are quite similar to the former results, for example, the cellular
uptake of elastic nanoparticles [18], and a droplet wrapped by
a membrane controlled by the voltage [30].
(3) Thirdly, when the stiffness ratio is in the domain of
0.34 < 1/2 < 0.64, there are two branches of the solution,
where one is in the most stable state and the other in the
metastable state.
(4) Next, in the range of 0.64 < 1/2 < 0.82, there is only one solu-
tion. It can be seen that with the increase of the substrate
ﬂexibility, the free energy of the system also increases. This
means that if the substrate becomes stiffer, the system includ-
ing a vesicle lying on the substrate surface will take a less free
energy. In other words, a cell often “likes” stiff and “hates” soft
substrate. This conclusion can provide some illustrations to sev-
eral experimental phenomena. It has been reported that when
cells adhere on a substrate with a non-uniform rigidity, they
will spontaneously move and congregate at the domain with
higher rigidity [23,24]. This manifests that, with some life infor-
mation, the cell can feel which environment is the most suitableFig. 3. Relation between the free energy and the substrate rigidity, where w = 2.
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of adhesion with a ﬁxed value of 1/2 = 0.5 can be plotted inig. 4. Four typical solutions for the basic shape equations with w = 2 and 1/2 = 0
shape of the substrate will be self-intersected, and there is no
valid solution.
6) The curve af branch stands for the concave shape of the sub-
strate with a positive opening angle. The curve ae spans a wide
scope, representing the free energy increases with the decrease
of the substrate rigidity. Although in many domains, the curve
ae has higher energies and are in metastable states, in some
practical situations, these states can also exist. This law maybe
paves a new way to explore the directional movement of a cell,
as the cell normally “likes” the more rigid substrate.
7) In all kinds of cases in Fig. 3, the curve bd is quite typical, which
means when the bending stiffness ratio 1/2 increases, the
energy will reduce. It implies that, for a given substrate, if the
bending stiffness of the vesicle is bigger, the system will take
less free energy. This conclusion can support some results of the
previous work. For example, Yi et al. [18] pointed out that a rigid
other than soft vesicle is easier to be wrapped by a membrane.
In what follows, the phase diagram including w and 1/2 is
hown in Fig. 5. Line 1 denotes the critical adhesion condition in
q. (23). Below Line 1, adhesion cannot occur, with the substrate
eing a straight line and the vesicle being a circle. Similar criti-
al condition was  also obtained by Das and Du [16] for nonzero
Fig. 5. Phase diagram for zero pressure and zero spontaneous curvature.here (a), (b), (c), (d) correspond to the points a′ , b′ , c′ and d′ in Fig. 3, respectively.
pressure case. Between Line 1 and Line 2, the substrate takes a con-
cave shape without a point of inﬂection, which is schematized in
Fig. 4(c) (phase I in Fig. 5). Line 3 represents the full-enveloped
condition of the vesicle originated from Eq. (25). Between Line 2
and Line 3, the substrate deforms strongly and it takes a concave
shape with two  inﬂection points, as displayed in Fig. 4(b) (phase
II in Fig. 5). Between Line 3 and Line 4, the substrate possesses a
convex morphology, corresponding to Fig. 4(d) (phase III in Fig. 5).
Similar shapes can be veriﬁed by the ﬁnite element method in anal-
ysis of a droplet wrapped by a soft plate. [31]. Up Line 4, the valid
shape of the vesicle-substrate system does not exist.
Moreover, our ﬁndings can also set some illustrations of the
opening angle of a soft membrane adhered by a droplet, which
was controlled by the voltage [30]. It is found that when the volt-
age is zero, the opening angle has two  possible solutions, i.e. one
is negative and the other is positive. In our model, we  introduce
the deﬁnition of opening angle of the substrate ϕ = 20 − , and
the relationship between the opening angle and the reduced workFig. 6. From the ﬁgure we  can see that there are two or three solu-
tion branches. In addition, the opening angle decreases with the
Fig. 6. Relation between the opening angle and work of adhesion, where 1/2 =
0.5.
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Fig. 7. Relation between the free energy and work of adhesion when a cell adheres
on  a rigid substrate.
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pig. 8. Relation between the projected length (in blue color) and the adhesion length
in  red color) for different work of adhesion.
ncrease of the work of adhesion in a large range, which can be anal-
gous to the droplet-membrane controlled by the electric voltage
30]. When w > 1.025, phase II (low branch) has lower energy and
hen 0.78 < w < 1.025, phase IV (green branch) has lower energy.
hen w < 0.78, there is only one solution. In the similar phe-
omenon, the voltage was input when the membrane-droplet is
ike phase I in Fig. 3, and the opening angle decreases with the
ncrease of the voltage [30]. If the voltage is input to the droplet-
embrane system like phase II in Fig. 3, shape saturation will occur
nd there is a sudden jump of the opening angle from point p to
oint p′.
ı˘1 =
a∫
0
1
(
˙ − c0
)
ı˙ds +
L0/2∫
a
(1 + 2) ˙ı˙ds +
L0/2∫
0
[
1 sin ıx + 1x cos ı + ı2 (x˙
ds =
[
1
(
˙ − c0
)
ı
]a
0
+
[
(1 + 2) ˙ı
]L0/2
a
−
a∫
0
1¨ıds −
L0/2∫
a
(1 + 2) ¨ıds
+
[
2ıx
]L0/2
0
+
L0/2∫
0
[(
1 sin  − ˙2
)
ıx + (1x cos  + 2 sin ) ı + ı2 (x˙ − cos )
]
ds =
[
−
L0/2∫
a
[
(1 + 2) ¨ − 1x cos  − 2 sin 
]
ıds +
L0/2∫
0
[(
1 sin  − ˙2
)
ıx + ı2 (x˙ − cos )
]Biointerfaces 110 (2013) 372– 378 377
3.3. A vesicle adhering on a rigid substrate
The developed model can certainly degenerate to the case of a
vesicle adhering on a rigid substrate, where 1/2 = 0. In this case,
the function of the reduced free energy versus the reduced work of
adhesion can be calculated, and the curve is demonstrated in Fig. 7.
Clearly, the free energy of the system decreases with the increase
of the work of adhesion. This means that if a cell is deposited on
a rigid substrate, it is prone to the position with strong adhesion
capability. This result can provide some inspirations to control the
moving direction of a living cell on a rigid substrate, by engineering
some special materials with different surface energies.
Fig. 8 shows the projected length as a function of the work of
adhesion. The curve tells us that the projected length (as schema-
tized in the ﬁgure) decreases with the increase of the work of
adhesion, and this result is in agreement with the former exper-
imental phenomenon [9].
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, a systematic analysis of a vesicle adhered to an
elastic substrate was  performed. One theoretical model was devel-
oped based upon the free energy functional of the system, and then
the governing equation set and the transversality boundary con-
ditions were derived according to the principle of least potential
energy. A numerical scheme, i.e. the shooting method was adopted
to calculate the morphology of the vesicle-substrate system, the
phase diagram, the relationship between the free energy and the
substrate rigidity, and the opening angle of the substrate. Finally,
the adhesion of a vesicle adhered to a rigid substrate was inves-
tigated. The obtained results can provide some illustrations of the
cell movement regulated by the substrate rigidity, and can be anal-
ogous to the droplet wrapped by a membrane controlled by the
voltage. The relationship between the free energy and the work
of adhesion has implications on designing special substrates with
different surface energies to govern the cell movement.
Although the surface tension of the substrate, the three-
dimensional case and the roughness of the substrate haven’t been
considered, the presented model is beneﬁcial to understanding
the mechanism of cell motility, and paves a new way to engineer
devices to manipulate cells.
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Appendix A.
Taking variations of the free energy functional of the system in
Eq. (1), one can get ı  ˘ = ı˘1 + ı˘2 = 0, where
− cos ) + 2ıx˙ + 2 sin ı
]
1
(
˙01 − c0
)
− (1 + 2) ˙02
]
ı0 −
a∫ (
1¨ − 1x cos  − 2 sin 
)
ıds
(A1)0
ds,
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W
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[28] C. Majidi, K.-T. Wan, J. Appl. Mech 77 (2010) 041013.78 X.-H. Zhou et al. / Colloids and Surfa
here the ﬁxed boundary conditions of Eqs. (5) and (6) were used
n the derivation.
In consideration of the arbitrariness of the variations, one can
btain the governing equation sets as follows:
1¨ − 1x cos  − 2 sin  = 0, (0 ≤ s ≤ a), (A2)
1 + 2)¨ − 1x cos  − 2 sin  = 0, a ≤ s ≤
L0
2
, (A3)
˙ = cos , (A4)
1 sin  − ˙2 = 0. (A5)
The curvatures of the vesicle and the substrate at the point s = a
ave the relation
1(˙01 − c0) = (1 + 2)˙02. (A6)
Adopting the variational theory of a functional with movable
oundary conditions can lead to the transversality condition
˘2 =
[
1
2
1(˙0 − c0)
2 + 1x sin  + 2(x˙ − cos ) − 1˙0(˙0 − c0) − 2 x˙
]
s=a
ıa
+  Wıa  −
[
1
2
(1 + 2)˙2 + 1x sin  + 2(x˙ − cos ) − (1 + 2)˙2 − 2 x˙
]
s=a
ıa
=
[
W + 1
2
(1 + 2)˙202 +
1
2
1(˙01 − c0)
2 − 1˙01(˙01 − c0)
]
ıa = 0, (A7)
.e.
 = 1˙01(˙01 − c0) −
1
2
1(˙01 − c0)
2 − 1
2
(1 + 2)˙202. (A8)In combination with Eq. (A6) and (A8), one can obtain
 = 1˙01(˙01 − c0) −
1(21 + 2)
2(1 + 2)
(˙01 − c0)
2
. (A9)
[
[
[Biointerfaces 110 (2013) 372– 378
Then Eq. (A9) can be written as the non-dimensional format in
Eq. (15). Besides, in use of the dimensionless parameters deﬁned in
the main text, one can obtain Eqs. ((7)–(14)).
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